Your Comment
I have been listening for years to the governor and Lipa tell us that the contractor, in this case PSEGLI, isn't performing well enough. I will admit that the senior mgmt of PSEGLI withheld information or lied, concerning the communication issues during dorm Issais. That said, the restoration performed, to get people’s electricity back on has always been very effective. The problem has always been the politicians, who know absolutely nothing about the topic, are telling ratepayers when their electricity should be back on. This has only served to create unrealistic expectations. If LIPA does in fact choose to municipalize the system, and run it themselves, I will expect them to then perform at the restoration level they have been saying all the utilities should have performed at. It’s laughable to think that individuals who’ve never run a utility, much less a restoration effort, think they will perform better than utility professionals. However, since that what you expect from your contractors like PSEGLI, that’s exactly what I will expect from you.